Racket Stringing
Ben Newman 07944694338 bennewman43@hotmail.com
Please feel free to contact me to discuss your individual requirements

Standard string set-ups
Synthetic gut £23.00
A full bed of synthetic gut offers good longevity and
value for money, as well as an effective blend of
control and power.
Gosen Proform Tuff

Co-polyester £28.00
Maximises the spin potential, combined with great
control and durability. The stiffness of this string type
makes it unsuitable for players prone to tennis elbow.
Babolat RPM Blast

Multifilament £28.00
Great combination of power and control, less long
lasting. Ideal arm-friendly string for those looking for a
little extra ‘pop’.
Völkl Power-Fiber II

Hybrid £26.00
Typically, a synthetic gut is used in the crosses to soften
up the string bed giving a better blend of stiffness (for
spin) and power.
Babolat RPM Blast, Gosen Proform Tuff

Additional services
New replacement grip
Grip enlargement (enlarging the size of the grip by one size) and current grip re-applied
Grip enlargement (enlarging the size of the grip by one size) and new replacement grip
New grips above are synthetic – for a leather grip add £4.00
Replacement over-grip

£8.00
£7.50
£14.00
£2.00

Turnaround times
Standard turnaround time Within 3 days

Optional 24 hour service £5.00 extra

Additional strings available
Co-polys (prices are full bed/ hybrid)
Yonex Poly Tour Pro £27/£25
Yonex Poly Tour Air or Double Air Twice
Shark £25/£23
Top Spin Cyber Flash £25/£23
Babolat Pro Hurricane Tour £26/£24
Wilson Rip Spin £26/£24
Economy Co-Poly £23/£23
Synthetic gut
Wilson Synthetic Gut Power £23
Prince Synthetic Gut with Duraflex £25
Multi filaments
Pro Supex Maxim Touch £27
Isospeed Professional £28
Wilson K Gut £25

Slightly softer poly with added bite for spin
Very soft poly alternative; ideal for children, junior players and players
who like polys but are prone to tennis elbow
As above with added power
A stiff co-poly offering more spin and slightly softer than RPM Blast
Added durability for players who frequently break strings
Great value and all round performance
Perfect to add power
Adds durability
Better touch with good power
Unique construction aims to mimic natural gut; can be strung at high
tension for control, whilst still being arm-friendly.
Added power and very soft (not for string breakers)

